
----- Original Message -----  
From: "Kathleen Ingram" <kingram@USOUTHAL.EDU> 
To: <ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU> 
Sent: Friday, May 30, 2003 7:28 AM 
Subject: Paper # 73 
 

> Nathan Balasubramanian, from the University of Colorado at Denver, has been kind enough to 
provide his paper, SMART EDUCATION: BLENDING SUBJECT EXPERTISE WITH THE 
CONCEPT OF CAREER DEVELOPMENT  FOR EFFECTIVE CLASSROOM 
MANAGEMENT, for the next ITForum paper discussion. 
>  
> Next week, Monday-Friday, Nathan will be available to discuss his paper. Dan Surry and I will 
be moderating the discussion of Nathan's paper together- it is Dan's last week and my first! 
>  
> The paper is located at: 
>  
> http://it.coe.uga.edu/itforum/paper73/paper73.html 
>  
> Nathan's paper is quite interesting! He has integrated three areas of research, Physics education, 
Career Development, and Classroom management in an in-depth and reflective manner that will 
appeal to most everyone on the listserv! To be honest, when I saw that "Physics education" is one 
of his research interests I thought that his ideas might not hold my interest. However, his research 
interests go far beyond a disciplinary approach and have a wide appeal, for example: 
>  
> About gaming theory: 
> "It is ironical, as Reiber (1995) mentions that gaming, a basic component of human interaction, 
has received scant interest among instructional design researchers.  In my view, studying and 
using epistemic games and game theory in education is not envisioned as a magic wand that will 
guarantee success in developing higher-order cognitive skills in students.  However, it appears to 
be an attractive framework that complements characteristics of Lewin?s field theory.  Moreover, 
continued research by a professional learning community would help uncover student difficulties 
and perceptions about reality.  Researchers (Kafai, 1995; Reiber, 1996) have observed that by 
combining technology with instructional games, students learn subject content effectively." 
>  
> About Career Development 
> "I believe that, by offering a comprehensive CD program that integrates with subject teaching 
and learning, teachers and schools can devise strategies that will help them demonstrate how their 
roles integrate with the overall goals of education.  Dewey (1916) affirms that when schools 
actively include career development in their curriculum, they enrich the school life of students 
and make it ?more active, full of immediate meaning and connected with out-of-school 
experience? (p. 369).  Relying on interest inventories to help students plan their careers has not 
been very successful.  Ghiselli (1966 as cited in Zunker 1994, p. 137) pointed out that ?predicting 
success in occupational training programs on the basis of test results is only moderately 
reliable?." 
>  
> Nathan, Dan & I look forward to reading your thoughts on Nathan's paper! 
>  
> -Kathy 
> ************************************** 
> Kathleen W. Ingram, Ph.D. 
> Assistant Professor 
> University of South Alabama 
> Instructional Design & Development Program 
> UCOM 3700 
> Mobile, AL 36688 
> Phone: 251-380-2861 Fax: 251-380-2713 



> kingram@usouthal.edu 
> http://www.southalabama.edu/coe/bset/idd/ 
 
 

----- Original Message -----  
From: Nathan  
To: ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU  
Sent: Friday, May 30, 2003 9:16 AM 
Subject: Greetings from Nathan 
 

Hello all: 
  

Thanks very much Dr. Surry and Dr. Ingram for accepting this paper, providing very encouraging 
words, and facilitating its discussion in the coming week.   
  

This is my introductory message to say a personal hello all of you in this august forum.  I look 
forward to listening to your feedback on ideas in this working manuscript.   
  

After outlining the background in the introduction, the paper has six more sections: theoretical 
framework, concept-based physics education, career development, classroom management, 
synthesis, and references.  The underlying questions in this manuscript are: how can we increase 
achievement and foster a commitment to lifelong learning in all students, PK-12, at our schools? 

  
It has been observed that students in middle schools generally perform poorly compared to 
students in elementary schools.  It is a popular perception that this is due to emotional 
complications that come with the onset of puberty.  Referring to these continuing problems in 
middle schools across the United States as the “Bermuda Triangle of education” (“Middle 
School Malaise,” 2003), the editors highlight a need for competent teachers across all grades in 
schools.   
  

In my 14 years of teaching experience in middle and high schools, I found that these problems 
extend into high schools too.  Students who perform well in middle schools sometimes seem to 
lose their focus when they move into high schools.  In my view, the problem is not students, 
teachers, or people per se but the learning environments in which these people operate.  This 
thinking is more along Barab and Plucker’s (2002) observation that everybody can engage in 
talented transactions if educators support the design and development of smart contexts, which 
facilitate meaningful student-environment couplings in which students are active agents who 
coproduce meaning and context.  They argue that this should be the focus of instruction and 
instructional design.  More on all this after your feedback. 
  

Looking forward to our conversation. 
  

Nathan Bala 
URLs: http://www.InNathansWorld.com 
        : http://ceo.cudenver.edu/~nathan 
E-mail: nathan@InNathansWorld.com 
  

PS: References 
  
Barab, S. A., & Plucker, J. A. (2002). Smart people or smart contexts? Cognition, ability,  

and talent development in an age of situated approaches to knowing and learning. 
Educational Psychologist, 37, 3, 165-182.  Available online at the link 
http://inkido.indiana.edu/research/onlinemanu/papers/edpyschbarab.pdf  



  
Middle School Malaise. (2003, May 28). New York Times, p. A22. 
  

 
----- Original Message -----  
From: "Daniel Surry" <DSurry@USOUTHAL.EDU> 
To: <ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU> 
Sent: Monday, June 02, 2003 10:42 AM 
Subject: Reminder - Let's talk about Paper #73 this week 
 
> SMART EDUCATION: BLENDING SUBJECT EXPERTISE WITH THE CONCEPT OF 
CAREER DEVELOPMENT  FOR EFFECTIVE CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT 
>  
> by 
>  
> Nathan Balasubramanian 
> University of Colorado at Denver 
>  
> http://it.coe.uga.edu/itforum/paper73/paper73.html 
>  
> Please check out the paper and join in the discussion this week! Kathy Ingram, the new 
ITFORUM moderator and I, along with Nathan are online this week to discuss the paper and 
really looking forward to it. 
>  
> Thanks 
>  
> Dan 
> **************************************** 
> Dan Surry 
> Associate Professor 
> University of South Alabama 
> College of Education 
> UCOM 3700 
> Mobile, AL 36688 
> (phone) 251-380-2861 (fax) 251-380-2713 
 
 
----- Original Message -----  
From: "Kathleen Ingram" <kingram@USOUTHAL.EDU> 
To: <ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU> 
Sent: Monday, June 02, 2003 8:08 PM 
Subject: Paper # 73 
 
> There are 2 ideas that emerged from Nathan's paper that I'd like to "hear" others comment on. 
The first is the process that Nathan followed in developing his research questions. I found 
Nathan's inclusion of how he became interested in the three major ideas very interesting- you 
don't often get to see 'behind the scenes' of the researcher's journey. Did anyone else find this part 
of the paper interesting? And, Nathan, do you intend to include the description of how you 
developed your ideas in your dissertation? 
>  



> The second idea, one that is a research interest of mine, is reflective thinking (self-reflection). 
Nathan, do you intend to research this part of career development further? 
>  
> -Kathy 
> ************************************** 
> Kathleen W. Ingram, Ph.D. 
> Assistant Professor 
> University of South Alabama 
> Instructional Design & Development Program 
> UCOM 3700 
> Mobile, AL 36688 
> Phone: 251-380-2861 Fax: 251-380-2713 
> kingram@usouthal.edu 
> http://www.southalabama.edu/coe/bset/idd/ 
 
 
----- Original Message -----  
From: Nathan  
To: ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU  
Sent: Monday, June 02, 2003 9:23 PM 
Subject: Re: Paper # 73 
 
Good evening Kathy: 
  
Thanks so very much for your questions.  Re including the description of how I developed my 
ideas, I would like to summarize it in some manner in the dissertation.  I believe this historical 
approach is important in helping me with the self-reflection process.  Different researchers have 
articulated its importance and one of my favorite researchers Herbert Simon had coined the term 
"bounded rationality," to refer to this practice of operationalizion in which individuals share their 
perceptions and understanding by clarifying the processes and situational background that led 
them to this understanding.  Senge et al. (2000) refer to this idea by using the concept of inner 
scaffolding.  In my view, by being aware of individuals' (students and adults) inner scaffolding, 
educators could help learners make the right connections.  Furthermore, the importance of the 
concept of bounded rationality is important for effective functioning of groups or teams in 
organizations.  Anderson (1940) observed that leaders must be able to bring out the differences of 
individuals out into the open to help them find a solid base for defining a common purpose.  As a 
classroom teacher-manager, I cannot underscore enough the importance of acknowledging 
individual and group perceptions for clarifying meaning, developing confidence, and eventually 
enhancing the learning outcomes of students.  
  
Re reflective thinking and career development, I like Dewey's definition that I articulated in the 
paper.  Taking the trouble to search, enduring challenge and suspense seems acceptable for 
individuals in a sporting situation (they might enjoy this in a hiking journey, say!).  It bothers me 
that somehow, that we've not been able to do this easily in our classrooms while teaching various 
academic subjects.  While interviewing students to find out their perceptions on career 
development for my master's thesis (available at 
http://www.innathansworld.com/aboutme/thesispdf.pdf), one of the subjects said that the question 
"why" is too rarely asked.  His suggestion was that schools should force students to complete 
certain tasks that promote introspection.  I can't disagree with this brilliant insight of this student, 
and I would definitely like us, instructional designers/technologists, to explore ways of 
facilitating such introspection. 



  
Thanks again Kathy for helping me continue with this self-reflection. 
  
Cheers 
  
Nathan  
 
 
----- Original Message -----  
From: Michelle Strbich  
To: ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU  
Sent: Tuesday, June 03, 2003 6:41 AM 
Subject: Self-Reflection & Its Measurement... 
 
Nathan, 
  
I've enjoyed your paper. It is unique to what I've been exposed to so far. I'm nearly finished with 
my Masters in Instructional Technology and my full-time career is focused on designing and 
delivery effective eLearning courses. I enjoy learning the psychology behind what works and 
what does not work as far as creating interactive tutorials, for instance, and one of the things I 
found interesting about your focus on self-reflection is how could we measure this sort of 
assessment? In my case, I'd like to know if my tutorials make a difference or if it's just another 
tool out there that is under-used because of lack of time, lack of interest, lack of courage to 
attempt. 
  
For a sample of one tutorial go to: 
http://onlinecollaboration.niu.edu/dwmx/2-createwebpage/createwebpage.htm 
  
After reading your paper, I realize that reflection really is not only a key component in 
understanding and learning, but can help a designer/programmer like myself design a more 
intuitive mouse trap. In your case, help the learner be more directed and find a sense of knowing 
which in turn would allow for all sorts of possible positive experiences. 
  
I'd love to hear anyone else's feedback on my curiosity.  
I hope this is something that does not take us off topic rather enhances Nathan's paper. 
  
Michelle M. Strbich 
Northern Illinois University 
Customer Support Services - ITS 
Instructional System Analyst 
phone (815) 753-2404 
fax     (815) 753-9252 
email   mstrbich@niu.edu 
http://www.pressany.com 
 
 
----- Original Message -----  
From: Nathan  
To: ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU  
Sent: Tuesday, June 03, 2003 7:39 AM 



Subject: Re: Self-Reflection & Its Measurement... 
 
Hello Michelle: 
  
Thanks much for your comments.  Your tutorial link is really cool.   
  
I'm currently working on my storyboard for developing an interactive structured scenario online 
games called Trail Ahead, to help grade eight students understand force and motion (using the 
Benchmarks for science literacy, 1993, Project 2061).  Despite limitations on resources, I hope to 
empower the students, not just with choice making but will require them to write a sentence in a 
pop-up box (to track their reflections) about why they made that choice. 
  
Cheers 
  
Nathan Bala 
 
 
----- Original Message -----  
From: Michelle Strbich  
To: nathan@INNATHANSWORLD.COM ; ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU  
Sent: Tuesday, June 03, 2003 8:04 AM 
Subject: Re: Self-Reflection & Its Measurement... 
 
Nathan, 
  
I love the pop up box reflection box idea. I would like to do the same in my tutorials. Maybe we 
can collaborate. I'm a designer, programmer and educator. 
One of my brain child projects is located at http://www.teachany.com where I am in the process 
of building e-Learning Community. I started the site for former students I used to teach web 
programming to and we used it as a resource board where we could shared code, message board 
dialog, information and knowledge. I'm in the process of putting up an eKnowledge base for such 
things as ideas like pop up feedback boxes and ways of how to do this connected to a database 
for storage and web retrieval. 
  
I defiantly believe that designing and delivery is not enough for the learning process. It is 
significant to get feedback, assessment and learner reflection because in that we can improve our 
design and delivery. It's all about learning in the end. 
  
Michelle 
 
  
----- Original Message -----  
From: Nathan  
To: ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU  
Sent: Tuesday, June 03, 2003 9:36 AM 
Subject: Re: Self-Reflection & Its Measurement... 
 
Hello Michelle: 
  



It seems simple and straightforward on thinking about it now, but I came up with the pop up box 
idea through "reflective thinking" (Dewey, 1933) after discussing my ideas with experienced 
classroom teachers at Monaco Elementary School in Denver.  One of them pointed out that if we 
simply had multiple choice options for students, they might only be randomly clicking on choices 
without taking responsibility for learning.  It is these classroom teachers, and of course students, 
who could help us immensely in the development of effective instructional material, particularly 
if we include them during formative evaluations of our projects. 
  
Can't disagree with you on the importance of "feedback, assessment, and learner reflection." 
  
Cheers 
  
Nathan Bala 
 
 
----- Original Message -----  
From: "Daniel Surry" <dsurry@USOUTHAL.EDU> 
To: <ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 04, 2003 9:54 PM 
Subject: Couple of questions about Nathan's paper 
 
> First, I want to say how impressed I am at the level of reflection and 
> the depth of understanding...not to mention the time and effort that 
> went into Nathan's paper.  If this level of thinking and writing are 
> common among the doc students at UC-Denver, then that is a truly 
> outstanding program....very impressive 
>  
> What is this paper, Nathan? Is it part of your dissertation proposal, a 
> class paper or just something you did on your own? 
>  
> You talk about epistemic games and write "My personal preference is to 
> have students and teachers play such games online to record large-scale 
> data on a database" 
>  
> Could you give me an example of an epistemic game - how it would be 
> played, the types of data you would want to collect and how you would 
> analyze it? Would this study be your dissertation? If so, I think it 
> would be a very good topic. 
>  
> Again, a very interesting and impressive paper! 
>  
> Dan 
> **************************************** 
> Dan Surry 
> Associate Professor 
> University of South Alabama 
> College of Education 
> UCOM 3700 
> Mobile, AL 36688 
> (phone) 251-380-2861 (fax) 251-380-2713 
 



 
----- Original Message -----  
From: Nathan  
To: ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU  
Sent: Wednesday, June 04, 2003 11:18 PM 
Subject: Re: Couple of questions about Nathan's paper 
 
Good evening Dr. Surry 
  
Thanks so very much for your complements.  Yes, I believe that the program in UC-Denver is 
"truly outstanding."  I mentioned this aspect just this afternoon to my doctoral advisor Prof. 
Brent Wilson, at a meeting with colleagues at our doctoral lab.  I believe the credit for making 
me reflect on this paper should go to both Dr. Brent Wilson, Professor of Information and 
Learning Technologies and Dr. Elizabeth Kozleski, Associate Dean at the School of Education.   
  
This paper is a product of a 1-credit hour course that I took with Dr. Kozleski in the first semester 
of my doctoral program (in Fall 2002).  All first-semester students in the Educational Leadership 
and Innovation doctoral program are required to take this course.  At the end of the seminar, we 
were supposed to articulate three topic foci areas as an introductory draft of our goals, 
philosophy, and reflection statement. 
  
Re the question about epistemic games, after numerous discussions with colleagues, I have 
decided to temporarily stop using the term epistemic games because it's been very distracting.  
The ideas will still the same though, but I'll be using a different nomenclature.  
Following suggestions from Prof. Fred Goodman, Professor of Education at the University of 
Michigan, Ann Arbor, the games I'll be designing will be called structured scenario online 
games (SSOG).  The primary reason we had to limit it to structured scenarios is because of 
limitations with resources (technology, money, et al.).  Using real-life scenarios (say a visit to the 
steam room in a day spa, or a hiking journey with a day pack, etc.), students will be presented a 
choice of playing SSOG at one of four levels (beginner, intermediate, proficient, and expert), 
which will be somewhat along the lines of goal-based scenarios that Roger Schank (1995) 
presents in Engines for Education.  
  
Some similarities between Schank's "components of a goal-based scenario" and Binmore's 
(1990) "aims of game theory" can be observed from the following illustration. 
 

Goal-based scenario (p. 192)   
 

Explanation (p. 32)  
         
 

Scenario Context  
 
Scenario Structure  

 
Real-world context  

 
Ideal-world context  

         
Mission Cover story Focus Operations  Prediction Description Investigation Prescription
 
Getting back to the scenarios, at each step students will be presented five choices (that have to be 
justified with a "why" in a drop box), and advance from one step to the next.  The data collected 
will be things like student choices, rationale, achievement of Benchmarks, and so on (to be 
recorded on a database in a dynamic website portal) so that it can not only be summarized at the 
end of a lesson for the classroom teacher to review with the entire class, but also analyzed using 
data mining tools.   I hope this clarifies some aspects of your query Dr. Surry. 
  



Cheers 
  
Nathan   

References 
  
Binmore, K. (1990). Essays on the foundations of game theory. Oxford, UK: Basil Blackwell. 
  
Schank, R. C. (1995). Engines for education. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates. 
 
 
----- Original Message -----  
From: "Kathleen Ingram" <kingram@USOUTHAL.EDU> 
To: <ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU> 
Sent: Thursday, June 05, 2003 6:07 AM 
Subject: Re: Couple of questions about Nathan's paper 
 
> Hi Nathan- 
> The use of online games as an instructional strategy as well as a method 
> of data collection is a great idea! However, could you please clarify 
> the research question(s) you're trying to answer with this approach? 
> -Kathy  
> ************************************** 
> Kathleen W. Ingram, Ph.D. 
> Assistant Professor 
> University of South Alabama 
> Instructional Design & Development Program 
> UCOM 3700 
> Mobile, AL 36688 
> Phone: 251-380-2861 Fax: 251-380-2713 
> kingram@usouthal.edu 
> http://www.southalabama.edu/coe/bset/idd/ 
> >>> nathan@INNATHANSWORLD.COM 06/05/03 00:19 AM >>> 
 
  
----- Original Message -----  
From: Nathan  
To: ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU  
Sent: Thursday, June 05, 2003 8:54 AM 
Subject: Re: Couple of questions about Nathan's paper 
 
Hello Dr. Ingram 
  
The overall statement of my problem: Could science/physics teachers facilitate the development 
of higher order thinking skills in students by using structured scenario online games, which 
combines conceptual physics with career development? 
  
The research questions that follow might change with time because this is my first shot at them.  
However, the focus will always be students, their perceptions, and the design of interactive 
learning environments. The proposed study seeks to find answers and further our insights on 
higher order thinking skills by investigating (in two stages) the following questions: 



  
Stage 1: 

1.      What intervention strategies by teachers do students in the selected schools (based on 
significantly improved CSAP scores) find useful for increasing their Colorado Student 
Assessment Program (CSAP) science results in Grade 8? 

2.      What are some existing student difficulties with the physics curriculum from 3-8 in the 
state of Colorado? 

Stage 2: 
3.      What activities might promote self-reflection, self-development, and higher order 

thinking skills when students are engaged with structured scenario online gaming 
activities? 

4.      What popular choices (and support systems in the dynamic website dedicated to this 
study) do students use to achieve specific benchmarks in physics from 3-8, as they 
engage with gaming activities? 

  
I’m still reading up and trying to understand the problems here.  I will truly appreciate any 
suggestions/references to articles by members in this august forum, which would further this 
study.  
  
Researchers have observed that computer games could encourage good principles of learning 
(Gee, 2003) and motivate players by providing them with appropriate levels of challenge, 
curiosity, control, and fantasy (Malone and Lepper, 1987).  Newman et al. (1989) advocated that 
within well-designed environments, students could use computer technology to learn traditional 
school subjects, problem solving, and other metacognitive skills.  These observations need further 
research, and the proposed structured scenario online games are lenses I propose to use in the 
study. 
  
Thanks much for your question Dr. Ingram. 
  
Cheers 
  
Nathan  
 
 
----- Original Message -----  
From: "Daniel Surry" <dsurry@USOUTHAL.EDU> 
To: <ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU> 
Sent: Thursday, June 05, 2003 12:34 PM 
Subject: Reminder: Let's focus on Nathan's paper this week 
 
> Nathan is with us this week to discuss his paper 
>  
> "SMART EDUCATION: BLENDING SUBJECT EXPERTISE WITH THE CONCEPT OF 
CAREER 
> DEVELOPMENT  FOR EFFECTIVE CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT" 
>  
> http://it.coe.uga.edu/itforum/paper73/paper73.html 
>  
> Becuase paper authors are providing a great service to ITFORUM and 
> volunteer a lot of time and effort, it's ITFORUM tradition, and just 
> plain old professional courtesy to focus ITFORUM discussion on their 



> papers for a week. 
>  
> Even though we haven't had too much discussion of Nathan's paper lately, 
> please limit discussions of other topics until Friday afternoon. 
>  
> If you haven't read the paper yet, I strongly urge you to do so and take 
> advantage of the fact that we have Nathan with us online this week to 
> respond to your comments and questions 
>  
> THANKS 
>  
> Dan  
> **************************************** 
> Dan Surry 
> Associate Professor 
> University of South Alabama 
> College of Education 
> UCOM 3700 
> Mobile, AL 36688 
> (phone) 251-380-2861 (fax) 251-380-2713 
 
 
----- Original Message -----  
From: "BFerrell" <bferrell@NTS-ONLINE.NET> 
To: <ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU> 
Sent: Thursday, June 05, 2003 12:43 PM 
Subject: Re: Couple of questions about Nathan's paper 
 
> Nathan 
> I am sorry for the low response this week, but unfortunately, your paper 
> is coming between semesters..I would like to vote for extending his time 
> if that is possible and reintroducing it again. 
>  
> Questions/comments 
> What about people/learners who hate games or role playing of any kind, 
> especially in learning? Engaging them at all will be a challenge. 
> Contrary to what educators think, not all people like games, competitive 
> or not. 
>  
> And what about the extended time needed to develop such games? Will not 
> the games be a reflection of that teacher's internal learning system? 
>  
> Have you read this page for fun? 
> http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/justep-foundational/ 
>  
> Bev Ferrell, EdD 
 
 
 ----- Original Message -----  
From: Mike Taylor  



To: ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU  
Sent: Thursday, June 05, 2003 1:42 PM 
Subject: Re: Reminder: Let's focus on Nathan's paper this week 
 
As an occasional interested observer of this group, I just wanted thank Nathan for the insights.  I 
try to not to respond too often because I might interfere with the more academic minds here, but 
since they are on vacation, I'll make a non-academic comment if you will forgive the personal 
reference. I have a son who is ADD and basically falls outside of the teaching world's definition 
of the ideal seat sitting engaged student.  To be honest, as a teacher, I like ideal students!  
However, as a father who is dealing with my son's disability, I find myself on the lookout for the 
student whose learning style does not match my teaching methods, geared for the masses as they 
are.  I sense that the inclusion of an engaging game based learning activity would be quite helpful 
to my son. Sadly, on independent tests he is very bright, but he had to drop out of school 
an finish his diploma program online because he was both bored to death and tired of "wasting 
my time" as he put it.  If good efficient learning results can come from game playing, I would 
think that throwing a few billion dollars at it to develop the idea and explore its true value cannot 
be any worse than what we are doing.  By the way, he loves physics and he hopes to be game 
programmer.  I might have not picked up on it, but I would also like to know, if as part of your 
paper, you hope to identify the design elements that make or break a "good game" from the 
learning perspective. Just my two cents.  

 
 
 ----- Original Message -----  
From: "Bruce Jones" <brucewj@amaonline.com> 
To: <ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU> 
Sent: Thursday, June 05, 2003 4:12 PM 
Subject: Re: Couple of questions about Nathan's paper 
 
> I second this ... I have been watching but have not found a voice for 
> this one yet... School and other things ... 
> I have posted in other areas but can not get a feel for this one topic 
> so am lurking ... 
> It might be of value to extend this conversation a week. 
>  
> Bruce 
 
 
 ----- Original Message -----  
From: Nathan  
To: ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU  
Sent: Thursday, June 05, 2003 4:03 PM 
Subject: Re: Couple of questions about Nathan's paper 
 
Hello Dr. Ferrell 
  
Yes, engaging individuals who hate games or role playing of any kind will be a challenge.  I 
mentioned in one of my earlier e-mails in response to Dr. Surry's questions that I'm now 
consciously avoiding using the term "epistemic games."  Some friends have suggested that I 
should drop the term "game" altogether, and one of the reasons for this the difficulty with the 
word "game" per se. 



  
Personally I have never enjoyed role playing and always sought authentic learning environments.  
On the contrary, I have always enjoyed games, play, and believe these are a great way to help 
build character in individuals.  No one likes to lose and as an educator, I think it is my 
responsibility to help students develop in confidence as they deal with challenges.  The four 
levels in the earlier message, reflect this thinking.  It is my hope that students (with the help of 
their teachers) will be able to move between levels and grades, find their existing level, achieve 
mastery, and move on upwards, once there's a whole range of games available. 
  
Re not all people liking games, I was indeed surprised when I witnessed an individual articulate 
this point at a meeting with other colleagues.  The statement made in a pejorative manner was 
"teachers just ask students to go and play computer games, it's such a waste of time."  I wonder 
how much of this is because of lack of "well-designed environments" [Newman et al., 1989]?  
Dealing with these negative perceptions will be surely be a challenge, but students naturally seem 
to want to engage in gaming activities.  In my limited conversations with classroom teachers at 
elementary and middle schools, I found that they were all excited about the possibility of using 
games for learning physical science, particularly because they believed they were not doing 
justice to students here. 
  
Re the extended time needed to develop such games, I agree with you that it does take time, but 
I'm a believer in results.  If the results, in this case student learning, can be enhanced, then the 
efforts are definitely worth the investment.  I'm not sure what you meant by teacher's internal 
learning system, but I'm assuming that there might be some conflict with this philosophy behind 
this gaming approach.  I was reading in the New York Times today about the "drill-and-kill" 
philosophy in schools.  Personally, I do believe sometime in the value of drill (for example 
knowing at least elementary multiplication tables, and freak out when students in high school use 
a calculator to find out what is 1 + 1 or 2 + 2!), but this does not conflict with my overall 
constructivist philosophy. 
  
I have not read the link yet, but will definitely do so. 
  
Thanks so very much for your comments. 
  
Cheers 
  
Nathan  
 
 
----- Original Message -----  
From: Nathan  
To: ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU  
Sent: Thursday, June 05, 2003 4:44 PM 
Subject: Re: Reminder: Let's focus on Nathan's paper this week 
 
Hello Mike 
  
Thanks much for your message.  As I read your paper, I was reminded of Lupton and Seymour's 
(2000) paper titled "Technology, selfhood, and physical disability" in Social Science & Medicine, 
50, 1851-1862, that I enjoyed reading.  Please let me know if you can't find it and I will e-mail it 
to you. I am confident your son will become a competent game programmer with his intrinsic 
motivation and your support.  In the past few months, I have met outstanding "home-schooled" 



students, physicists, historians, and even seen a teenage (13?) "political analyst" on TV.  I don't 
remember the latter's name, but he was featured in part during an MSNBC show about two weeks 
ago. 
  
As an educator, I am concerned about the "seat-time" that students endure at our schools, and to 
have students like your son and numerous others articulate that school seemed to be boring and a 
waste of time heightens this concern.  Just three inspiring teachers, personally, in 25 years at 
schools is scary!  Nevertheless, my fascination for using games and incorporating the 
development of career management competencies in the games, has grown out of this "seat-time" 
that I endured in schools and colleges.  I certainly don't want to be misunderstood here  
: ) 
  
Re "the design elements that make or break a good game from the learning perspective," yes this 
is an area that I would be spending considerable time.  Aspects like interactivity, simplicity of 
use, providing immediate feedback, and so on have come out of thinking and talking about the 
design elements.  I will appreciate further suggestions on this too from colleagues in this august 
forum. 
  
I will conclude with an observation from Lupton and Seymour's paper.  They observe that using 
technologies for people with disabilities might be risky because they "have the potential both to 
exacerbate disability and to enhance selfhood and embodied capacities."  I think these 
observations might just equally apply to any other individual. 
  
Thanks much again. 
  
Cheers 
  
Nathan  
 
 
 ----- Original Message -----  
From: "BFerrell" <bferrell@NTS-ONLINE.NET> 
To: <ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU> 
Sent: Thursday, June 05, 2003 5:13 PM 
Subject: Re: Couple of questions about Nathan's paper 
 
> Nathan, 
> I am not so sure about your statement that students naturally want to 
> engage in gaming activities. To me its more of a rejection of having to 
> do "something" and wanting to do "nothing" or avoid working on school 
> materials. Whether its for lack of interest, motivation or other items I 
> am not certain, but given today's "adrenaline junkie kids" anything is 
> possible. The attention span of today's generation is almost to zero. 
> They don't really want to think about what they are doing. Rather than 
> use games or anything resembling the terminology, simdemos might prove 
> worthwhile or an "embedded" training. Both would take even more 
> programming and development than a game, but they would possibly learn 
> despite their lack of commitment and develop some inkling of how much 
> work it takes for certain careers. 
> I will be honest with you and tell you that the two things I hated most 
> was any mention of games when I was young or role plays when I got 



> older.  The walls go up, the curtain closes and if you watch the body 
> language, arms cross, eyes glaze.  Now if I had the chance to engage in 
> a simulator, it would interest me more because it is about as close to a 
> "role play" as you can get, but the idea of a "false" environment is 
> more removed. It may also have something to do with my personality type. 
> Give me a chance to do it, a book to read if I feel the urge and let me 
> go, but if I had to go to a school or party and play games I would stay 
> home. 
> Forcing students into using games just to learn something is just as bad 
> as drill and kill. Other options should be available for those who do 
> not like games.  And FYI..recent brain studies have proven that maybe 
> Skinner was right (Horrors). Repeated activities tend to form better 
> connections..will see if I can find the reference.. However, that 
> doesn't mean it has to be a boring drill and kill. With a game, once you 
> have conquered the game, then it too becomes boring. How many pacmen 
> could you gobble? Frankly I hope you do come up with new ways to teach 
> physics or science and I think that technology is just now reaching the 
> stage where we can make it useful in sims, games etc. Unfortunately not 
> all schools have the computer equipment to do it yet. I will see if I 
> can find the reference for a free sim program that I found not long ago. 
>  
> forgive any typos..am standing up to type. 
> Bev Ferrell, EdD 
 
 
 ----- Original Message -----  
From: Peggy A. Lumpkin  
To: ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU  
Sent: Thursday, June 05, 2003 5:34 PM 
Subject: Re: Paper # 73 
 
Nathan: I agreed wit Kathy in finding value in knowing Nathan's thoughts and personal 
experiences that lead to his current ideas on the topics covered in his paper.  As someone whose 
past work experiences includes career counseling, I loved the focus on career development 
interwoven within a course of study (not just on career days).  
Thanks also for the great resources. 
Peggy   
 
 
 ----- Original Message -----  
From: Nathan  
To: ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU  
Sent: Thursday, June 05, 2003 6:06 PM 
Subject: Re: Couple of questions about Nathan's paper 
 
Hello again Dr. Ferrell 
  
Re naturally engaging in gaming activities, I simply meant that several students need little 
prodding from adults to play games.  In one school district that I worked, I was surprised to learn 
that although several students come from low socio-economic backgrounds, yet they had 



expensive game consoles at home.  It is true that today's kids have a low attention span, but I 
would like to take some responsibility for the title of the book in Schneider and 
Stevenson's longitudinal study with 7000 teens - The Ambitious Generation: Americas Teenagers, 
Motivated But Directionless.     
  
Yes the nomenclature with "games" is difficult for someone like me who's grown reading Berne's 
Games People Play: The Psychology Of Human Relationships.  In a class I was observing 
recently, some graduate students literally squirmed when the instructor said, "divi into groups and 
let's role play this in the different groups."  The "games" in structured scenario online games that 
I'm contemplating will focus on authentic learning experiences and use simple ideas from 
cooperative game theory, more along the principles that Aumann's (1999) and Rasmusen's 
(2001) highlight, and focus on deductive thinking, outcomes, fairness, and equity. 
  
Stoll (1999) argues that teaching machines do not teach students basic skills. Blasewitz and 
Taylor (2002) have pointed out how several companies have sold school districts expensive 
computer software by simply designing remedial practices, glorified high-tech skill-and-drill 
(Johnson and Johnson, 2002), activities to pretest, drill, and posttest students, and this has 
resulted in some members within the educational community scorning educational software.  
These perceptions will definitely add to the challenge. 
  
The lack of enough computers in classrooms is one challenge.  The flip side is the fact that even 
these few computers in classrooms are seldom used by teachers.  Is it because of the lack of well-
designed environments, techno-phobia, cocooned in existing comfort zones, . . .?   
  
Cheers 
  
Nathan  
 
 
 ----- Original Message -----  
From: Nathan  
To: ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU  
Sent: Thursday, June 05, 2003 6:10 PM 
Subject: Re: Paper # 73 
 
Thanks Peggy 
  
Cheers 
Nathan 
 
 
 ----- Original Message -----  
From: "BFerrell" <bferrell@NTS-ONLINE.NET> 
To: <ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU> 
Sent: Thursday, June 05, 2003 7:42 PM 
Subject: For Nathan-some links 
 
> Nathan, 
> Here are a couple of links for your future use. I hope something proves 
> useful for ideas, but I still don't have the one I really wanted. 



> Bev Ferrell 
>  
> http://mvhs1.mbhs.edu/~sragan/halli/NMRIntro.html 
> http://electron.physics.buffalo.edu/Resources/Demos/ 
> http://www.seanet.com/~jlowery/GENELAB/ 
> http://geosim.cs.vt.edu/ 
> http://members.lycos.co.uk/mullesoft/ 
> http://www.lcse.umn.edu/specs/labs/ 
> http://bartok.ucsc.edu/peter/java/ising/ising.html 
> Lots of links at this one: http://www.red3d.com/cwr/boids/ 
>  
> http://www.genesismission.org/educate/scimodule/cosmic/ptable.html 
>  
>  
> http://www.cis.upenn.edu/~hms/ 
> http://airsea-www.jpl.nasa.gov/cos/landfall/atmosphere_model.html 
> http://www.ess.co.at/GAIA/models/aria.htm 
> http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/space/model/models_home.html 
> http://suhep.phy.syr.edu/courses/ijmp_c/Ising.html 
> http://www.traffic.uni-duisburg.de/model/ 
> http://www.msu.edu/user/brechtjo/physics/ 
> http://www.cs.unc.edu/~geom/ 
> http://atlss.org/ 
> http://ubmail.ubalt.edu/~harsham/ref/RefSim.htm 
> not sure about this one http://www.elastomania.com/sharewa.htm 
> Digital speakers sim 
> http://users.telenet.be/educypedia/electronics/loudspeakers.htm 
> http://university.adams.com/DDM_se_download/ddm_se.htm 
> http://csi.washington.edu/teams/modeling/software/download.html?rid=152 
> http://www.fablusi.com/ 
> http://www.nasaga.org/ 
> http://www.nasaga.org/resources/website_listing.asp 
> http://www.scs.org/ 
> http://www.showflow.com/ 
> http://www.kellogg.nwu.edu/faculty/uzzi/ftp/simul.html 
> you can translate the page wording on bablefish or altavista: 
> http://www.vollversion.de/downloads/camera_simulation_software_1544.html 
> http://www.ho-soft.de/MemSimulator/ 
> http://www.fedem.com/ 
> http://www.gjsentinel.com/news/cgi/cim/cgi-
bin/looksmart/looksmart/egjt176954/eus317836/eus317914eus1/eus53777/eus62289/eus1002263
0/ 
> http://www.msrr.dmso.mil/ 
 
  
----- Original Message -----  
From: Nathan  
To: ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU  
Sent: Thursday, June 05, 2003 8:14 PM 
Subject: Re: For Nathan-some links 
 



Thanks so very much for the links Dr. Ferrell 
  
I like the 5E model (Engage, Explore, Explain, Extend, Evaluate) developed by BSCS 
(http://www.bscs.org) and will be using the model in the design of S2OGs (Structured Scenario 
Online Games). 
  
Cheers 
  
Nathan  
 
 
----- Original Message -----  
From: "Bruce Moon" <bmoon@ATTBI.COM> 
To: <ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU> 
Sent: Thursday, June 05, 2003 11:06 PM 
Subject: Re: For Nathan-some links 
 
> Bev, 
> This list of links is a true goldmine, based on looking at just  a few. 
> Thanks! I'm a high school independent study teacher and graduate student 
> in educational technology who tries to liven up science for students and 
> this list looks like it could go some way in addressing that desire. 
> Bruce Moon 
> Sacramento, CA 
 
  
----- Original Message -----  
From: "BFerrell" <bferrell@NTS-ONLINE.NET> 
To: <ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU> 
Sent: Friday, June 06, 2003 12:57 AM 
Subject: Re: For Nathan-some links 
 
> You are welcome Bruce and Nathan. 
> Here is one more link that has many different kinds of simulation 
> software. Some are commercial, but offer academic rates, some free for 
> academia, you just have to follow the links. They may or may not suit 
> your needs, since some of them are very high end and complicated. 
>  
> http://www.idsia.ch/~andrea/simtools.html#vissim 
> Bev Ferrell 
 
  
----- Original Message -----  
From: Nathan  
To: ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU  
Sent: Friday, June 06, 2003 10:40 AM 
Subject: Re: Computer gaming and education 
 
Hello Brad 
  



Thanks for your e-mail message.  I don't know whether I know a lot more than you do about the 
field, but I'm certainly passionate about developing interactive learning environments to facilitate 
student learning.  Computer games seemed to an attractive front for the design of such 
environments.  My paper titled "Smart Education" 
(http://it.coe.uga.edu/itforum/paper73/paper73.html) is being discussed in the ITFORUM this 
week and you may want to catch up with some references cited in the paper and also in our 
discussions that are archived in the WWW Archive June 2003 (http://www.listserv.uga.edu/cgi-
bin/wa?A1=ind0306&L=itforum#1) link.  You have awesome folks in this august learning 
community and you may want to sign up there and start a conversation with them too.  I'm also 
cc'ing this reply to the listserve of this forum. 
  
Although the desire to use of computer games for educational purposes seems to be increasing, 
several folks in academia I'd talked to in the past eight months didn't consider it seriously as an 
effective educational tool.  This has not deterred me from following my passion though.  Re 
research on the effectiveness of these tools, Funk (2002) cites studies which have shown that 
games strengthen students' engagement, information processing, problem solving, social 
development, and academic skills.  You too may want to follow these studies up.  I'm hoping I 
can do that too.  The citation is: Funk, J. B. (2002). Electronic games. In V. C. Strasburger and B. 
J. Wilson. Children, adolescents, & the media. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications. 
  
Last night I came across a website of Marc Prensky (http://www.games2train.com) while looking 
through the conference program of the 19th Annual Conference on Distance Teaching & 
Learning (http://www.uwex.edu/disted/conference) in Madison, Wisconsin (August 13-
15).  Marc's going to be leading an advanced seminar titled - Inventing learning games "digital 
natives" will love.  Unfortunately I won't be attending that conference.  Wish it had been 
scheduled ten days earlier.  I'm going to be in Madison in the first week of August, attending and 
presenting a paper, at the 127th National meeting of the American Association of Physics 
Teachers. 
  
Good luck with your projects. 
  
With best regards 
  
Nathan Balasubramanian 
URLs: http://www.InNathansWorld.com 
        : http://ceo.cudenver.edu/~nathan 
E-mail: nathan@InNathansWorld.com 
Cell: (720) 936-5999 
Home: (720) 283-7800 
  
----- Original Message -----  
From: "Hunter, Brad" <BHunter@OSOPHS.DHHS.GOV> 
To: <nathan@innathansworld.com> 
Sent: Friday, June 06, 2003 8:53 AM 
Subject: Computer gaming and education 
 
> Hello.  I found your name on the web at 
> http://www.game-culture.com/researchers.html. 
>  
> This email may seem a little random, but... 
>  



> I am currently working with the Department of Health and Human Services, in 
> the Office of Disease Prevention.  I have some interest in the possible 
> applications of computer games for educational purposes - specifically in 
> the field of health.  There is no true project in place here - I am just 
> gathering information.  I realize that you had spoken of uses of computers 
> to teach skills such as motivation and responsibility, and this may be 
> somewhat related.   
>  
> So my question, since you obviously know a lot more of the field than I, is 
> what sort of research and support have you found for the effectiveness of 
> these tools?  I have really just begun to look into this, so any direction 
> that you can give me would be of help. 
>  
> Thanks for your time. 
>  
> Brad Hunter 
> DHHS ODP 
 
 
 ----- Original Message -----  
From: Hunter, Brad  
To: 'Nathan'  
Sent: Friday, June 06, 2003 12:10 PM 
Subject: RE: Computer gaming and education 
 
Thank you very much for your reply.  I will look into the references you suggested, and check out 
your paper as well.  It is an exciting field, whether people recognize the potential or not.  This is a 
personal interest of mine, outside of this internship, as well, and I will probably continue to 
follow it after my time here is done.  I have a public health and medical background - so finding 
applications for this will be very helpful to me further down the line.  Good luck with your work! 
  
Brad Hunter 
 
 
----- Original Message -----  
From: "Curt Carter" <ccarterat@EARTHLINK.NET> 
To: <ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU> 
Sent: Friday, June 06, 2003 2:41 PM 
Subject: disabilities 
 
> Hi Nathan, 
>  
> Out of curiosity, has your paper considered how it might impact students 
> with disabilities, and how they can, or cannot, benefit? 
>  
> If yes, what disabilities were included, and were there any noticeable 
> differences in the results that appeared to be dependent to the disability 
> itself. 
>  



> Thanks, 
> Curt 
 
  
----- Original Message -----  
From: Nathan  
To: ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU  
Sent: Friday, June 06, 2003 3:28 PM 
Subject: Re: disabilities 
 
Hello Curt: 
  
My awareness of how technology might impact individuals with disabilities has certainly been 
heightened after reading and writing a critique on Lupton & Seymour's paper for a methods class 
last semester.  You can access this critique at 
http://www.innathansworld.com/KART/CritiqueEmpiricalStudy.pdf 
  
In the smart education paper, I raised a question about the impact of competent and confident use 
of media and technology by teachers in classrooms vis-à-vis student motivation and 
performance.  I am definitely interested in studying how learning by using gaming environments 
impact students from different ethnic backgrounds, students who might be disadvantaged, their 
academic competence (as reflected in State CSAP scores), and this includes students with 
disabilities.   
  
However, until I complete the design, development, implementation, and evaluation of outcomes 
of the project on Structured Scenario Online Games, I'm sorry I won't be able to answer your 
question.   Meanwhile, Lupton & Seymour's study and some of the references in their study 
specifically might be able to provide you with some answers. 
  
Cheers  
    
Nathan  
 
  
----- Original Message -----  
From: George E. Marsh II  
To: ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU  
Sent: Friday, June 06, 2003 3:28 PM 
Subject: Re: Couple of questions about Nathan's paper 
 
Nathan,  

I have to say that I do not believe children today are really that much different than the previous 
generation or two. Children have to think, reason, solve problems, just like their parents and 
grandparents. Length of attention span is influenced by external and intrinsic motivation. If we 
want students to pay attention, instruction must be interesting, which is increasingly difficult with 
the emphasis on the tedium of high-stakes testing and test-taking skills. The National Academy of 
Sciences concluded that students are motivated to spend the time needed to learn complex 
subjects and solve problems that they find to be interesting. They did not say fun, although there 
is no reason to think that school "work" must be a drudgery, which was something Dewey 



targeted in his struggles with faculty psychology. Wanting to do "nothing" is pathological; 
wanting to do something "interesting" is healthy. Your use of games and epistemic games is a 
way to serve the latter beyond the usual induction methods.  

Use of the term "game" is only confusing if one takes it to mean exclusively entertainment or 
competition. Epistemic games are reflective, knowledge-generating activities. But many people 
enjoy games and learn from them, even role-playing "games" both traditional and MUD systems.  

Looking at learning with field theory provides a framework for considering games as they might 
interact with intrinsic motivation, instrumental motivation, external or internal self-concept 
motivation, and goal internalization. I think you have some good ideas worth pursuing and a fresh 
look with long-standing research traditions, especially with the way you have included 
metacognition.  

 
  
----- Original Message -----  
From: Nathan  
To: ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU  
Sent: Friday, June 06, 2003 3:57 PM 
Subject: Re: Couple of questions about Nathan's paper 
 
Hello Dr. Marsh: 
  
Thanks so very much for sharing your keen insights.  Yes I agree entirely with you about the fact 
that subject matter must be presented in an interesting manner, but am not sure if it inherently 
conflicts with the current high-stakes testing environment.   It has been interesting to read various 
perceptions about "learning by inquiry," "discovery learning," "constructivism," and such.  The 
bottom line is what choices do classroom teachers really have?  Schank's (1995) views might be 
extreme when he observes that book publishers (who quickly jumped into the bandwagon of the 
educational software business in early 1980s) were eager to continue with status quo.  Schank 
continues that unless the government intervenes with a "well spent" billion dollars, in the current 
commercial environment, it is difficult to bring about a change. One cannot but stop, and think.   
  
Cheers 
  
Nathan  
 
  
 ----- Original Message -----  
From: David Gibson  
To: nathan@innathansworld.com  
Sent: Friday, June 06, 2003 4:31 PM 
Subject: Re: disabilities 
 
On 6/6/03 5:28 PM, "Nathan" <nathan@INNATHANSWORLD.COM> wrote: 

the project on Structured Scenario Online Games, 



 
Hi Nathan, 
 
I’ve been lurking for a while and I’m interested in reading your paper on games. I’ve been 
working on a simulation environment of sorts (www.etips.info) and also see 
(http://www.vismt.org/programs/science/simulators/index.html ) and some research on complex 
systems representations at (http://www.vismt.org/pub/index.html#reports) (navigate to “research 
reports.”  
 
I just got off the phone with Robert Mislevy (assessment and online sims) as part of that group’s 
collaborative work. Do you know his work? I’m a bit stacked up with PT3 proposals to write, but 
hope to read your paper later this month and then be in touch with you about your efforts and 
research. I LIKE games! 
 
-- wWw -- wWw -- wWw -- wWw -- wWw -- wWw -- wWw  
 
David Gibson  
 
 
  
----- Original Message -----  
From: Nathan  
To: David Gibson  
Sent: Friday, June 06, 2003 4:55 PM 
Subject: Re: disabilities 
 
Hello Dr. Gibson & Dr. Marsh 
  
Thanks so very much for the cool weblinks you provided in your e-mails.  
  
Dr. Gibson, I didn't know about Dr. Mislevy's work until you pointed out, but am familiar with 
the work of his colleagues at UMD.  I will look forward to reading more the work of his team's 
collaborative work on assessment and online sims.  I will definitely be interested in finding out 
about the assessment of higher order thinking skills and physics (particularly 3-12), if his group is 
working on it.  I'm in touch with ETC (http://www.etc.unsw.edu.au) in Sydney, Australia because 
they've been working with K-12 assessment for over thirty years now.  I've heard about VISMT's 
work and will look into the link you've provided.  Thanks much. 
  
Look forward to keeping in touch. 
  
Cheers 
  
Nathan 
 
                       
----- Original Message -----  
From: George E. Marsh II  
To: ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU  
Sent: Friday, June 06, 2003 5:00 PM 
Subject: Re: Couple of questions about Nathan's paper 



 
Nathan,  

What I meant was that many students are forced to spend an inordrinate amount of time taking 
practice tests, preping for tests, and many schools offer summer school sessions that are little 
more than cramming.  In my opinion, this cannot help but detract from interesting learning and 
satisfying teaching. Perhaps high-statkes testing need not (necessarily) conflict with "interesting" 
instruction, but the impetus of No Child Left Behind seems to be reinforcing drill, which can 
contribute to what you call the "negative perceptions [that] reinforce a poor work ethic in 
children."  As for heavy investment of government funds in software development, I think the 
high water mark was reached with funding of PLATO and TICCIT.                     

 
       
----- Original Message -----  
From: The Laders  
To: ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU  
Sent: Friday, June 06, 2003 5:13 PM 
Subject: Re: Couple of questions about Nathan's paper 
 
>What I meant was that many students are forced to spend an inordrinate amount of time taking 
practice tests, preping for tests, and many schools offer summer school sessions that are little 
more than cramming.  In my opinion, this cannot help but detract from interesting learning and 
satisfying teaching... 
  
Dear Dr. Marsh, 
  
Thank you for saying calmly and succinctly what I can only rage about ad naseum! We need 
assessment, of course, but we are paying too high a price for it now. 
  
Best regards, 
Art Lader 
               
 
   
 ----- Original Message -----  
From: Nathan  
To: ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU  
Sent: Friday, June 06, 2003 5:40 PM 
Subject: Re: Couple of questions about Nathan's paper 
 
Hello again Dr. Marsh: 
  
Thanks much for sending the weblink to How People Learn: Brain, Mind, Experience, and 
School.  Yes, an exceeding emphasis on tests does lead to what people have called a "No Child 
Left Untested" scenario.  
  
Cheers 
  
Nathan     



 
   
----- Original Message -----  
From: Nathan  
To: ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU  
Sent: Friday, June 06, 2003 5:46 PM 
Subject: Re: For Nathan-some links 
 
Thanks so very much for your links Mr. Levine. 
  
Much obliged. 
  
Cheers 
  
Nathan  
  
----- Original Message -----  
From: "Alan Levine" <alan.levine@DOMAIL.MARICOPA.EDU> 
To: <ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU> 
Sent: Friday, June 06, 2003 5:27 PM 
Subject: Re: For Nathan-some links 
 
> At 7:01 PM -0400 6/6/03, Automatic digest processor wrote: 
> >Here are a couple of links for your future use. I hope something proves 
> >useful for ideas, but I still don't have the one I really wanted. 
>  
>   A great collection of simulation sites.  We did one for psychology a 
> few clicks back: 
>  
> Negative Reinforcement University 
> NRU is an interactive environment for learning about negative 
> reinforcement, one of the more challenging concepts to teach and 
> learn in Psychology. It was conceptualized by a team of community 
> college students and their instructor and brought to life by the 
> Maricopa Center for Learning & Instruction. 
> http://www.mcli.dist.maricopa.edu/proj/nru/ 
> Web Version: 
> http://www.mcli.dist.maricopa.edu/proj/nru/nru_web.html 
>  
>  
> A few more: 
>  
> Virtual-U 
> Virtual U is designed to foster better understanding of management 
> practices in American colleges and universities. In the sim you must 
> manage a university and make political and economic decisions. 
> http://www.virtual-u.org/ 
> part of "Serious Games" 
> http://www.seriousgames.org/ 
>  
> BO-Cash Business Simulations (German) 



> BO-Cash is a global business simulation software for all levels of 
> management education an training. The main benefit is the 
> understanding of complex interdependecies in a regular business. The 
> flexibility of administration allows the simulation of nearly every 
> real existing market-situation. 
> http://www.bo-cash.de/ 
>  
> Create Realistic Simulations of Legal Trials 
> is a set of computerized tools that give an author the ability to 
> create a realistic role-playing simulation of a trial for use in 
> legal education, continuing legal education, and educational games 
> without a computer programmer. Trial Builder lets the author combine 
> the strength of role-playing simulation with low cost computerized 
> delivery, placing the student or player in the role of an attorney 
> who is prosecuting or defending a civil or criminal trial. Trial 
> Builder puts complete control in the hands of the author, who drives 
> the entire process from the initial design of the project to delivery 
> on CD-ROM or LAN. The author supplies the content in the form of text 
> and dialog; Trial Builder supplies the graphics, including a set of 
> pre-animated witnesses, judges and opposing attorneys from which the 
> author selects the cast for the production. 
> http://shelldrake.com/TrialBuilder/ 
>  
> Discrete Event Systems Simulation 
> Online course on computer systems modelling and simulation, providing 
> modelling tools for simulating complex man-made systems. Topics 
> covered include statistics and probability for simulation, techniques 
> for sensitivity estimation, goal-seeking and optimization techniques 
> by simulation. 
> http://ubmail.ubalt.edu/~harsham/simulation/sim.htm 
>  
> Forio Broadcast : Online Business Simulations 
> "Forio Broadcast provides everything you need to get a simulation 
> running on the web.You can use Broadcast to develop your model, 
> create an HTML or Flash interface to your model, and host your 
> simulation-- all without being a web expert. Take a tutorial that 
> teaches you how to build web simulations using Forio Broadcast." 
> Forio hosts all the simulation content, and there is even a version 
> that "provides everything you need to get a simulation running on the 
> web. Even better, Broadcast Express is a free service." 
> http://www.forio.com/broadcastoverview.htm 
>  
> ICONS (International Communication and Negotiation Simulations) 
> "an educational outreach program of the Department of Government and 
> Politics at the University of Maryland, offers international 
> relations simulations at both the university and high school levels. 
> Students at a participating institution represent the decision makers 
> of a selected country and negotiate solutions to global problems via 
> the Internet with peers around the world. Each year, ICONS runs 
> approximately 7 university-level and 5 high school level simulations, 
> with an average of 15 teams per simulation. Since 1990, 162 



> universities and 129 secondary schools from 37 countries have 
> participated in ICONS simulations." 
> http://www.icons.umd.edu/ 
>  
> PDA Sim 
> In this business simulation you will 'experiment with new strategies 
> for growing a high-technology business as you manage a company 
> selling handheld computer organizers. In PDA Sim, you learn through 
> experience how to manage a portfolio of products across multiple 
> product lifecycles. Learn how to use financial data to make pricing 
> and product line decisions. Experience how your decisions can have 
> consequences many years into the future." 
> http://www.forio.com/pdasim/ 
>  
> SimCalc (Simulations for Calculus Learning) 
> "The Mathematics of Change is centrally important to living and 
> working in a rapidly evolving democratic society. Problems involving 
> rates, accumulation, approximations, and limits appear in everyday 
> situations involving money, motion - virtually any situation where 
> varying quantities appear. Yet only a small subset of students who 
> take traditional calculus courses currently gain access to these 
> concepts, and they do so only after a long series of prerequisites 
> that eliminate 90% of their peers. The SimCalc Project aims to 
> democratize access to the Mathematics of Change for mainstream 
> students by combining advanced simulation technology with innovative 
> curriculum that begins in the early grades and includes powerful 
> ideas extending beyond classical calculus." 
> http://www.simcalc.umassd.edu/ 
>  
> The Jamestown Online Adventure 
> The year is 1607. You are the captain of the Jamestown Colony in 
> Virginia in this Flash-based historical simulation. Will your colony 
> survive and prosper or will it become another "Lost Colony"? 
> http://www.historyglobe.com/jamestown/ 
>  
> University of Illinois Securities Exchange Simulation (UISES) 
> is a Java investment simulator that provides a real-world classroom 
> trading experience with a customizable curriculum. 
> http://www.uises.com/ 
>  
> VirtualCity 
> "is a content-rich prototype designed for engineering education and 
> design. Numerous engineering topics are discussed in VirtualCity. 
> Each topic has a specific simulation associated with it. VirtualCity 
> also investigates using the Internet to design a distributed 
> collaborative design environment. In this environment, geographically 
> dissipated users can collaboratively design and analyze the same 
> object through the Internet." 
> http://vcity.ou.edu/ 
>  
>  



> -- 
> \\  alan levine  (alan.levine@domail.maricopa.edu) 
> //  "once geologist, now technologist" 
> \\  maricopa center for learning & instruction (mcli) 
> //  maricopa community colleges, arizona 
> \\  http://www.mcli.dist.maricopa.edu/                  
 
        
----- Original Message -----  
From: George E. Marsh II  
To: ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU  
Sent: Friday, June 06, 2003 6:55 PM 
Subject: Re: Couple of questions about Nathan's paper 
 
Art:  

FairTest points out that "...students make stronger long-term achievement gains when the 
emphasis is on improved teaching methods which engage and challenge children and not on 
multiple-choice or short-answer testing. But...schools are being pressured to narrow the 
curriculum and spend weeks in test-preparation activities. The CPS (Chicago Public Schools) 
summer school bridge functions largely as a test-coaching program."  

Each year I visit international schools, mostly American overseas schools, and I can tell you 
teachers in these schools are more content, have more discretion, and deplore what is happening 
in U.S. schools under the guise of accountability. Actually, a lot of teachers and principals in 
overseas schools are refugees from American schools in the continental U.S. The differences are 
stark between an American-curriculum school in Europe or Latin America and a K-12 school in 
the U.S. It is exciting to see kids engaged in learning rather than parroting facts.  

The deskilling of teachers is a "Taylorization of labor" in education. For example, in New York 
City schools next year, where the Mayor runs the schools, many teachers will be required to 
follow, lock-step, universal lesson plans for each grade. A true professional has latitude and 
autonomy in the work place, which is what I see in American-chartered schools in Europe, Asia, 
Mexico, and South America. A profession is an "occupation with legitimate, organized 
autonomy, deliberately granted" (Freidson).  

What Nathan proposes has promise because of his Lewinian approach with roots in Gestalt 
psychology. Field theory might help change constructivism from a philosophy to a science, but 
top-down control of American education will likely prevent any renaissance of the student-
centered learning ideas championed by Dewey. That does not mean it cannot emerge in places 
free of monolithic restrictions and imperatives.  
   

Notes:  

Freidson, E. (1986). Professional Powers. Chicago: University of Chicago Press.   

 
              
----- Original Message -----  



From: Clark Quinn  
To: nathan@innathansworld.com  
Sent: Friday, June 06, 2003 7:00 PM 
Subject: Re: Couple of questions about Nathan's paper 
 
Nathan, just wanted to say, did you even SEE this message?  You don't have to reply publically, 
but I'd at least like to see that you got it.  I'm concerned that my messages aren't getting through. 
 Thanks, -- Clark 
--  
Clark Quinn 
OtterSurf Laboratories 
"taking eLearning to the next level" 
clark@ottersurf.com 
925-200-0881 
http://www.ottersurf.com 

Nathan, thanks, this is a most coherent presentation of your goal.  I tried to read your paper, but 
it's long, and time is short (and life is busy).  Not that it's not well-written, but l also forgot to 
bring it on this trip! Mea Culpa, since this is a topic I do care deeply about (well, cognitive and 
higher order and reflection, physics is just a domain :).   
 
I believe reflection's important, and there're ways we need to foster it.  I think Schank's Goal-
Based Scenarios are one approach (e.g. Problem-Based Learning, using concrete and believable 
problems to drive investigation), but I also support modeling, where students take tools and try to 
model empirical observations (e.g. Agent Sheets, Stella, StageCast Creator, etc).   
 
I like your tricks of prompting thoughts.  Other ideas are Design Rationales (a technique from 
Human-Computer Interaction, where decisions about directions are argued and tracked), and IBIS 
(issue-based information systems) which allow structuring argumentation.  And even just journal 
systems, as well as discussion boards. 
 
I'd also suggest Scardemalia & Bereiter's CSILE approach, where students create and discuss 
databases of media about a topic. 
 
I recommend Lauren Resnick's Education And Learning To Think, BTW.  And look at Jeremy 
Roschelle's work on physics environments, Paul Brna's work on Physics virtual reality 
environments, and Susan White's work on physics learning.  As well as Leo Klopfer.     
 
            
----- Original Message -----  
From: "Kathleen Ingram" <kingram@USOUTHAL.EDU> 
To: <ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU> 
Sent: Friday, June 06, 2003 7:36 PM 
Subject: Re: Thanks to Nathan & everyone who joined in the discussion! 
 
> Nathan, than you so much for contributing your paper to ITFORUM and for 
> leading such a great discussion this week. Much thanks, also, to 
> everyone who 
> contributed to the discussion - a very good turn out considering that 
> for many it is "Summer" or in-between semesters!  This was definitely a 
> great beginning to my tenure as ITFORUM Moderator. Thanks! 



>  
> If you haven't read Nathan's paper yet, remember that all of the past 
> ITFORUM papers are archived on the website: 
> http://it.coe.uga.edu/itforum/Previous.html 
>  
> We don't have a paper discussion next week, so please feel free to 
> continue discussing this paper or any other topics you are interested 
> in. 
>  
> Have a great weekend! 
>  
> -Kathy 
>  
>  
>  
> ************************************** 
> Kathleen W. Ingram, Ph.D. 
> Assistant Professor 
> University of South Alabama 
> Instructional Design & Development Program 
> UCOM 3700 
> Mobile, AL 36688 
> Phone: 251-380-2861 Fax: 251-380-2713 
> kingram@usouthal.edu 
> http://www.southalabama.edu/coe/bset/idd/        
 
            
----- Original Message -----  
From: "BFerrell" <bferrell@NTS-ONLINE.NET> 
To: <ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU> 
Sent: Friday, June 06, 2003 9:58 PM 
Subject: Nathan-storyboard? 
 
> Nathan 
> You mentioned you were working on your storyboards. May I ask what 
> program/software you are using to develop your storyboards? How do you 
> plan to develop the  (EEE) Engaging Enhanced Environments..my new word 
> for "games "  :-)     after you have them storyboarded? 
> Bev Ferrell       
 
            
----- Original Message -----  
From: Nathan  
To: ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU  
Sent: Friday, June 06, 2003 10:35 PM 
Subject: Touché 
 
Thanks so very much for Dr. Marsh for sharing your insights.  I deliberately avoided mentioning 
the Gestalt school for fear of an overkill from psychology.  You're absolutely right about my 
roots. 



  
Cheers 
  
Nathan        
 
         ----- Original Message -----  
From: Nathan  
To: Clark Quinn  
Sent: Friday, June 06, 2003 10:39 PM 
Subject: Re: Couple of questions about Nathan's paper 
 
Hello Dr. Quinn 
  
No, I didn't see your messages until you sent this. 
  
Thanks much for sharing your insights.  I will follow up on all the leads you've suggested.  I'm 
already using some of them: AgentSheets, Stella, CSILE, et al. 
  
Cheers 
  
Nathan   
         
----- Original Message -----   
From: Nathan  
To: ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU  
Sent: Friday, June 06, 2003 10:55 PM 
Subject: Re: Thanks to Nathan & everyone who joined in the discussion! 
 
Thanks very much to all of you for giving me the opportunity to share my ideas with you this 
week.  I'll look forward to continuing this conversation with all of you and a very special thanks 
to Drs. Daniel Surry, Kathleen Ingram, Michelle Strbich, Bev Ferrell, Mike Taylor, Bruce 
Jones, Peggy Lumpkin, Bruce Moon, Curt Carter, George Marsh, David Gibson, Art 
Lader, Alan Levine, and Clark Quinn for your time, suggestions, insights and encouragement. 
  
Cheers 
  
Nathan       
 
                  
----- Original Message -----  
From: Nathan  
To: ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU  
Sent: Friday, June 06, 2003 11:04 PM 
Subject: Re: Nathan-storyboard? 
 
Hello again Dr. Ferrell: 
  
The games will be developed using Macromedia Flash MX, after I've finalized the physics 
content in the storyboard incorporating elements from AgentSheets (http://agentsheets.com/) and 
WISE (http://wise.berkeley.edu/).   



  
Cheers 
  
Nathan  
 
       
----- Original Message -----  
From: David Gibson  
To: ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU  
Sent: Saturday, June 07, 2003 5:48 AM 
Subject: Re: Touché 
 
On 6/7/03 12:35 AM, "Nathan" <nathan@INNATHANSWORLD.COM> wrote: 

What Nathan proposes has promise because of his Lewinian approach with 
roots in Gestalt psychology. Field theory might help change constructivism 
from a philosophy to a science, but top-down control of American education 
will likely prevent any renaissance of the student-centered learning ideas 
championed by Dewey. That does not mean it cannot emerge in places free of 
monolithic restrictions and imperatives. 

 
Dr. Marsh’s comment is great. One small quibble. I thought constructivism was a science-based 
notion already. As Nathan is an “agent sheets” user, I’m guessing that his field theory ideas have 
begun to refine the earlier theories to incorporate notions from computational AI and complexity, 
dynamical systems, etc.  - a needed movement in educational theory - and that in spite of THAT 
definition of scientifically-based education, any movement faces today’s political realities of the 
way a handful of ideologues define research and the science of education. 
 
David Gibson 
 
                
 ----- Original Message -----  
From: Nathan  
To: ITFORUM@LISTSERV.UGA.EDU  
Sent: Saturday, June 07, 2003 6:35 PM 
Subject: Feyerabend 
 
Hello again Dr. Gibson: 
  
Thanks much for your suggestions, and I will definitely follow up on leads provided by George 
Marsh, Clark Quinn, and yourself.  Interesting that I was reminded of the notorious Paul 
Feyerabend and his views on aesthetic and social considerations while thinking about paradigm 
shifts. 
  
Cheers 
  
Nathan             
 
                 


